NEA Walk-Through

Eduqas GCE Art and Design
Providing evidence of
AO4 Personal presentation
in your AS and A Level Components
The fourth of four guidance PowerPoints

Have in front of you…
•
•
•
•

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT (AS Page 2 of the AS Art and Design
Specification. A Level Page 2 of the AL Art and Design Specification )
ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES (Page 30 of the AL Art and Design
Specification)
INDICATIVE CONTENT of the title you are entered for, such as Fine
Art, Photography, etc. (AS Pages 33 to 39 of the AS Specification. AL
Pages 43 to 49 of the AL Specification)
ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVE CHECKLIST FOR LEARNERS
(AL Specimen Assessment Materials Appendix B)

These documents are from the GCE AS and AL Art and Design
Specifications and the Specimen Assessment Materials that are available
on the Eduqas website.
To plan, create and present your work in a way that will gain most marks, you
need to have a clear understanding of these KEY documents. This guide will
walk you through each one of them, giving explanations and examples that
will help you. At times, information may be repeated to emphasise its
importance and help you remember it.

Aims of this resource
This resource is designed to help you understand how to approach your NEA. It
covers how to:
•
plan your work
•
create your work
•
present your work.
Non-Examination Assessment (NEA) is the name given to any assessment that does
not have a timetabled examination.
At the end of your GCE AS Art and Design course you have to submit for
assessment a Personal Creative Enquiry. At the end of your A Level course you have
to submit a Personal Investigation and an Externally Set Assignment. All three of
these are Non-Examination Assessments (NEA).
* For summer 2022 only, there will not be an Externally Set Assignment.
This is the fourth in a series of four guidance PowerPoints. Each of these will deal
specifically with one of the four assessment objectives. The three other Powerpoints
have dealt mainly with the planning and creation of your work. This PowerPoint will
mainly cover the presentation of it in AO4 Personal presentation.
Just to remind you that, although we'll consider each of the assessment objectives
individually, in practice they are closely connected and will often overlap.

AO4 Personal presentationWhat’s the purpose of it?
AO4
Personal
presentation
AO4 Personal
presentation
requires you to:
Present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions and,
where appropriate, makes connections between visual and other elements.
Its purpose is to help you to:
• Think carefully about what you want to achieve through your work and
how you might go about this, ensuring it really has meaning for you and
your audience.
• Gain deeper understanding of visual language and how to
make best use of it.
• Present truly personal creative ideas and the
processes you follow to achieve your final outcome/s in a way that is
easy to track.
• Explain clearly the connections between the different parts of your work
and select the most effective way to present it.

What's involved in Personal presentation?
AO4 Personal presentation
AO4 Personal presentation
Let's first of all consider the title of this assessment objective.
Personal has a few different definitions such as 'done in person without the
intervention of another' and ' referring to the character, conduct and motives
of an individual'.
There's a strong emphasis here on you as an individual and what your creative
ideas are. Not your teacher, nor fellow students, but YOU.
Presentation can refer to 'the manner in which something is set forth or
presented' or 'the act or process of presenting something'. We'll deal with the
skills involved in presentation shortly.
Now we'll look more closely at what precisely is stated in AO4.
Meaningful can simply mean 'having meaning or significance' but more
appropriately means 'expressive, having a purpose, worthwhile’.
What is your work expressing? Does it have a clear purpose? Is it
worthwhile?
It should be meaningful to anyone viewing it, but have particular meaning
for you. Does this show through in your work?

What's involved in Personal presentation?
What else do we need to consider in the AO4 assessment objective?
Let's look at ..realises intentions...
Realises can mean 'cause to happen' or 'give actual form to'. For our
purposes, this means giving actual form to your creative thoughts and ideas.
Intentions are 'what someone wants to bring about, aims or plans to do'. It
can also mean 'a determination to act in a certain way'.
Intentions is an important word for various reasons.
First of all, considering what your intentions are means that you have to
carefully decide what you want to bring about through your work and plan
how you are going to achieve this.
Secondly, anyone who assesses your work, will judge how well you have
realised the intentions that you've stated.
The ‘Learner Statement', which is a document that you have to complete
and submit with each of the three Assessment Components, gives you the
opportunity to think about and write down what your intentions are.
Before we continue to consider what’s involved in AO4, let's pause at this
point and take a look at what use you can make of your Learner Statement.

What use can be made
of the Learner Statement?
This document is required to accompany your AS Personal Creative Enquiry. For
A Level, it must be submitted with your Personal Investigation and another one for
the Externally Set Assignment.
One of the purposes of the Learner Statement is to help you to think
carefully about what your intentions are and convey to others your thoughts
and proposed actions. You can later modify your intentions as
your work progresses, making certain changes of direction that strengthen
your ideas and improve the quality of your work. You should regard the
document as an ongoing action plan, revising it from time to time.
Moderators who will mark your work say that, when a student has taken
time and effort to carefully consider and write up their intentions and
planned how these might be achieved, the work always has a stronger
purpose and clearer sense of direction.
Having a clear idea of what you are trying to achieve makes starting, exploring,
selecting and improving it so much easier. The document also provides a
framework to help you organise your work and explain it to others.
It is available on the Eduqas website.

What use can be made
of the Learner Statement?
The Learner Statement is presented in four sections, the first of which is headed MAIN
IDEA. In this section you can explain the focus of your ideas for the work you are
thinking of producing. For example, if it’s for your Externally Set Assignment, you can
write down your reasons for choosing a particular question and the way you intend to
interpret it. You can follow a similar approach for your AS Component or AL Personal
Investigation, explaining why you've chosen to research a particular theme or topic.
Remember that you can add or make changes as you progress with your work,
but you shouldn’t delete all your first thoughts, as they are an important part of
your creative journey.
The second section is PLAN, in which you outline your initial plan for the development
of your work and later explain what changes you make and why you are making them.
The third section has the heading CONTEXT in which you can say what
has influenced your work, for example which paintings or graphic designs you chose
to study and visits you have made and been impressed by. You can also write about
the meanings you have found and expressed in your work and what purposes you
think it fulfils.

What use can be made
of the Learner Statement?

The final section, REFLECT, gives you the opportunity to critically reflect on
your work occasionally as you are producing it, as well as at the end. You can
include evidence of Reflective Learning here, which will be taken into account when
AO3 is assessed. You can explain how, through reflecting on your work, you
have achieved a greater insight into art and design as well a deeper understanding of
your chosen topic or theme.
X Too many students deal with their Learner Statement as if filling out a form;
they don’t take much time to think about it and write as little as possible. This is of
very limited benefit to them or anyone engaging with their work.
When tackled properly, it can be extremely valuable in making clear to
yourself what you want to achieve and helping to plan and give direction to your
work. It can also greatly help your teacher in offering guidance, as it can show you
have thought about your work and what YOU want to achieve in doing it. Finally,
for anyone assessing your work, it can give a concise overview of the thoughts and
actions that are part of your creative journey.
Read through the example in the next slides and make a note of what you learn
from it. This was produced by a student responding to the ESA in Graphic
Communication.

An example of a
completed Learner Statement

An example of a
completed Learner Statement
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An example of a
completed Learner Statement

What's involved in
Personal Presentation?
Now we’ll return to consider the final part of the AO4 assessment objective, which
reads
…where appropriate, makes connections between visual and other elements.
where appropriate can be considered as suitable in the circumstances, which implies
that making connections will not always be necessary, especially when links are
already obvious or self-explanatory. Be aware, however, that connections which seem
obvious to you may not be so for others who will look at your work
Making connections clear is an important factor in the development of your
presentational skills.
In producing your unit, you will have researched a range of sources, both contextual
and visual, using a variety of resources, including media, processes and written inputs.
The AO4 assessment objective requires you to bring these different elements together,
making clear the links between the different parts to produce a coherent presentation.
Next we’ll take a closer look at presentational skills.

What are
presentational skills?
Although we’re considering what's involved in personal presentation as it applies to
art and design, presentational skills are also used across a range of other subjects.
You’ll continue to use these skills as you progress into a career or Higher Education
and beyond, particularly if you eventually choose to work in a commercial or training
organisation.
As far as your GCE Art and Design work is concerned, presentational skills will
involve
• making explicit (obvious) the connections between the different parts of your
assessment units;
• presenting your work in a recognisable order that’s easy to follow;
• making clear the purpose and context of the work, showing how your intentions
have been realised; (As we discussed, your Learner Statement can help with this.)
• selecting a form or method of presentation that is well suited to the subject you
have studied and to the purpose of your work;
• presenting your work in a way that attracts the attention of an audience and makes
it interesting enough for them to spend time appreciating what you have produced.

AO4 Personal presentation what evidence is required?
The AO Checklist for Learners gives us a summary of what evidence
is needed to meet the requirements of AO4. The first bullet point states
you should provide evidence that you are able to:
• present ideas and outcomes which are truly my own and not
plagiarised
Let’s look at this closely. The first thing to note is that what you present
must be your own and this is of utmost importance. Early in your GCE
course, you may well have relied on your teacher or even on other able
students to provide you with ideas, but if you continue with mostly teacherled work, you are not going to achieve highly. Does the work you
are presenting have strong similarities to that of others in your
group? If so, you are unlikely to gain the highest marks. Worse still, if you
reproduce the work of another student or adult, you could be disqualified
from gaining a qualification. Your teacher will be required to sign a
statement that what you present is authentic.
These are negative aspects to bring to your attention, but we need
to emphasize the more positive aspects. Let's move on to the next slide.

AO4 Personal presentation what evidence is required?
The AO Checklist statement places high value on what ideas YOU have
and seeks to reward YOUR efforts as a creative individual. This means that
you can be confident about your own abilities and have a positive attitude
towards your work. Don't hesitate to show some pride in presenting
something that is genuinely your own and has not been overly influenced by
anyone else.
The second bullet point reads
• produce work which is well informed and has meaning for myself and
others
There are two requirements here. The first is that your work should be
well informed. Evidence of this will be shown in the quality of your visual
and contextual research and particularly its relevance to the outcome/s
you produce.
The second requirement is that your work should be meaningful to you
and to anyone engaging with it.

Meaningful was a term we considered earlier and can mean 'having significance' but,
more appropriately, 'expressive, having a purpose, worthwhile’.

AO4 Personal presentation what evidence is required?
The third bullet point needs little explanation:
• plainly convey and successfully realise intentions
Just a reminder of the importance of clearly stating your intentions.
The fourth bullet point reads
• show sound critical understanding in the outcomes of my studies
You will have provided evidence of critical understanding in responding
to AO1, so what’s the difference? In AO1, the evidence will be based on
the process of developing critical understanding, as you research
relevant sources. Here, for AO4, the evidence should be seen in
the outcomes you are presenting.
The fifth bullet point asks you to provide evidence of your ability to
• present my submission in logical order making clear connections
between the various parts where appropriate
The term submission is used to describe what you are submitting
for assessment. In logical order simply means in an order that can be
readily followed by anyone wanting to look through your work.

AO4 Personal presentation what evidence is required?
The final bullet point in the AO4 Assessment Objective Checklist for
Learners reads
• devise an appropriate form of presentation which suits
the purpose of my work and engages an audience
Appropriate can mean the most suitable and so you need to give
thought, care and effort to its presentation. Consider also if the form of
presentation is sensitive to, or may even reflect, the purpose of your work.
The way you present your work should contribute to and not detract from
it. Don't think you have to go to unnecessary expense, such as using
glass frames or commercially-produced photobooks, as these do
not always enhance your work.
Thinking about how you might present your work should not be left until
you've nearly completed it. You will want to consider this at least a month
or so before it is ready for assessment.
The method used to present your work can also make a difference to how
much time an audience will spend appreciating it.

What methods of presentation
can be used?
There are many effective ways of presenting your work and each
component can be submitted for assessment in any suitable format.
Formats can range from sketchbooks, visual diaries, a collection
of loose sheets, portfolios, design sheets, mounted exhibitions and
installations to internal blogs, digital portfolios, PowerPoints and any
combination of these.(See the AS Art, Craft and Design example in next
few slides)
In thinking carefully about what format you might select, you
should consider how well it relates to the theme or topic you have
studied and to the purpose of your work.
Remember that there should be a good balance of evidence covering
each of the four assessment objectives and that you are presenting
sound evidence of the processes you have followed as well as the
final outcome/s.

Example of a combination of presentational methods –
Display accompanied by a PowerPoint

AS Component for Art, Craft and Design

Example of a combination of presentational methods –
Display accompanied by a PowerPoint
Slide from accompanying Powerpoint

Example of a combination of presentational methods –
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Example of a combination of presentational methods –
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Now an even closer look at
what's required for AO4

Let's look now at how the more detailed AO4 requirements are
presented in the Indicative Content. Although we'll use the one for A Level
Components 1 and 2 for Art, Craft and Design, most of the accompanying notes can
be adapted for the AS Component and to whatever title you are studying.

Indicative Content for Art, Craft and Design (Components 1 and 2)

Present evidence of addressing the Assessment Objective, as in
the following
(First bullet point):
• Presentation of truly personal, imaginative final outcomes that, together
with
evidence the processes by which they were produced, effectively
realise stated intentions.
A few things to note here.
First is the important link between outcomes and
processes...
personal imaginative final outcomes and evidence of
the processes by which they were produced.
Next, the reference
to realise stated intentions.
Again, this emphasises the ne
ed to state your intentions. You will be assessed on how well these intentions have
been realised, so you should think carefully about them and convey them clearly

An even closer look at
what's required for AO4
The second bullet point requires evidence of
• Explicit connections made, where appropriate, between the different elements
of the submission, including contextual, practical and written responses, presenting
work that is meaningful, well informed and in an order which can be easily followed.
Note the phrase explicit connections.
The different elements of the submission are summarised as including contextual,
practical and written responses, but implies that it can include others, such as an
audio commentary in a Powerpoint presentation.
The third bullet point requires evidence of
• Consideration of different presentational formats and selection of the most
appropriate of these for the submission. Due regard should be given to the purpose of
the work and how it might engage the interest of an audience, such as a display of
an art, a craft and a design outcome developed from a common theme, accompanied
by a screen-based programme of visuals and text.
The first sentence here requires you to consider some of these before choosing the
one that is best for presenting your work.
It could gain you more marks if you discuss what presentational formats you have
considered and explain good reasons for your final choice.
(Commentary continued in next slide)

An even closer look at
what's required for AO4
The third bullet point (continued) also requires evidence that
.... Due regard should be given to the purpose of the work and how it
might engage the interest of an audience.
This combines two different requirements. The first is about giving regard
to the purpose of your work and again providing evidence of this.
Remember that purpose can mean 'the reason for which it was
produced'.
The second part of the second sentence states:
... how it might engage the interest of an audience
The challenge here is how to make your presentation attractive to an
audience.
This is where the presentational skills we looked at earlier will really
make a difference.

An even closer look at
what's required for AO4
The statement concludes:
..such as a display of an art, a craft and a design outcome
developed from a common theme, accompanied by a screen-based
programme of visuals and text.
This is just one good example of how to engage the interest of
an audience, but also how visuals and text could be used to track
changes that take place during the process of developing ideas, clearly
explaining these in your presentation script.
We've dealt with two of the key documents and now move on to
explain the third.

AO4 section of Mark Schemes
The third of the important documents to consider are the Mark Schemes.
Just a reminder again that there are three of these – one for the AS Personal Creative
Enquiry and one for each of the A level Components – the Personal Investigation and the
Externally Set Assignment. Each Mark Scheme comprises six mark bands from 5 to 0
(top to bottom) and there are two descriptors in each of the AO4 boxes.
These descriptors describe the quality of work required to achieve marks within each of
the mark bands. It's possible to achieve marks within band 5 for AO2 and within band 4
for AO3. The marks for each AO are then added to provide a total mark.
The AS Mark Scheme is a band above that for A level. In other words, the descriptors for
AS band 5 are the same as those for A Level band 4. This reflects the higher quality of
work required for A Level.
The AS is marked out of a total of 100 marks (100% of the qualification). Apart from
differences in the allocation of marks for the two A Level Components,- a total of 120
(60% of the qualification) for the Personal Investigation and 80(40% of the qualification)
for the Externally Set Assignment - the mark schemes are the same.
We are going to look closely at just bands 4 and 5 of the Personal Investigation, but the
observations can generally be applied to all three mark schemes.

AO4 section of Mark Scheme for A Level Component
1 Personal Investigation (Bands 4 & 5)
This is the AO4 Section of
the Personal Investigation
mark scheme and just
band 5 (top) and band 4
(beneath).

AO4 section of Mark Scheme for A Level Component
1 Personal Investigation (Bands 4 & 5)
In Band 5 for AO4, the first descriptor reads
Highly imaginative, personal and meaningful responses presented,
with intentions realised in a perceptive and coherent way.
In Band 4, Highly imaginative is replaced by imaginative and perceptive
and coherent changes to very competent and clear.
If you are aiming to achieve marks within the higher band, as well
as matching the descriptions in Band 4, your evidence of AO4
must be highly imaginative as well as perceptive and coherent.
Imaginative is usually thought of as showing creativity or inventiveness.
Perceptive can mean demonstrating accurate, sensitive and
deep understanding.
Coherent is often considered to be logical and keeping things together.
The term competent usually describes someone having the necessary
ability, knowledge or skill to do something successfully.

AO4 section of Mark Scheme for A Level Component
1 Personal Investigation (Bands 4 & 5)
In Band 5 for AO4, the second descriptor reads
Significant and perceptive connections between visual, written, oral
and other elements, where appropriate, conveyed in a highly convincing
way.
In Band 4, perceptive is removed from the first line of the descriptor
and in the third line, highly convincing is replaced with convincing.
Again, if you are aiming to achieve marks within the higher band, in
addition to matching the descriptions in Band 4, your evidence of AO4
must be perceptive.
We've already found that perceptive can mean accurate and with deep
understanding.
The term convincing often means capable of causing someone to
believe that something is true or real.

Some do's and don'ts of
AO4 Personal presentation
We've looked in some detail at AO4 Personal presentation in the
three key GCE documents and considered ways of how this assessment objective
can be addressed. Let's now conclude with a few do's and don’ts that will
help you produce your best work.
1. During the development of your Component and several weeks before your
work is finally presented, it can be useful to make a spoken presentation of your
submission, perhaps to your teacher, a group of fellow students or a friend,
possibly online. This should highlight any incomplete, obscure or
missing connections between the different parts of your work. For your student
audience, it should draw attention to similar shortcomings in their own work.
2. If you prefer, you could review your presentation on your own. You need to
ask yourself if you have produced evidence that covers all parts of
each assessment objective. Even more important is the question 'What is the
quality of this evidence and how can I improve on it? Use the AO checklist,
and 'Post-it' notes of two different colours to mark (a) gaps in evidence and (b) to
identify where improvements are most needed.
Then draw up an ACTION PLAN and include deadlines!

Some do's and don'ts of
AO4 Personal presentation
3. Consider making effective use of presentational software, such as
PowerPoint, audio/visual programmes or internally-controlled blogs as an
additional method of presenting your work. These can be particularly useful in
helping you to organise and present your work and for evaluating how successful
you've been in communicating and realising your intentions.
4. It must be emphasised that AO4 Personal presentation is not an aspect of
your work that can be left to the final few weeks of your course. You should be
thinking about this as your work develops and for at least a month or so before
you bring it to a conclusion. For your ESA, it's probably best to start considering
possible ways of presenting your preparatory work and final outcome/s shortly
after the start of the preparatory period.

Some do's and don'ts of
AO4 Personal presentation
5. It's especially important that your work has a strong personal basis that
holds interest and meaning for the YOU and which you wish to convey to
others. It should be seen as unique to you as a creative individual.
Personal presentation is sometimes mistakenly considered to be
mainly about final outcomes but, correctly, it is concerned with the whole
of your submission and you should recognise this in the way you
present each of your Components.
This assessment objective is about the bringing together of all the
various parts of your submission into a coherent presentation, with a
similar emphasis on the evidence of creative processes you explored as
on the quality of the outcomes you produced.

How will your work be assessed?
•

At intervals during your course and then finally towards the end of April in your
study for AS, your work will be marked by your teacher who will follow the same
criteria that have been explained in this presentation. For A Level, your work will
be finally marked towards the end of April in the second year of your study.

•

For both AS and A Level, Components are marked internally by your teacher
and samples are moderated by WJEC Eduqas to make sure marking is
consistent across all centres. The same criteria will be used.

•

Samples of marked GCE past work can be viewed on the website
lightboxresource.co.uk, with explanations of how the same criteria have been
applied by the exam board.

•

These will also provide an idea of what standards are expected in order to
achieve the different mark bands.

Final words of advice
• DO take care of your work and
keep it safe. If your work is stored
on a computer, keep your
password secure.
• DO tell your teacher if you receive
help or guidance from someone
else – they will need to record the
nature of the help given to you.
• If you’re working as part of a
group on an assignment, DO
write up your own account and
where there might be shared
information, DO independently
draw your own conclusions from
that information.

• DON’T leave your work lying
around or share it with others,
including on social media.
• The work you submit for
assessment must be your own
so DON’T copy from someone
else, including copying from
sources online, and DON’T
allow another person to copy
from you.
• DON’T write inappropriate,
offensive or obscene material.
REMEMBER – IT’S YOUR
QUALIFICATION SO IT NEEDS
TO BE YOUR OWN WORK!

Any Questions?
Remember, your
teacher will be
able to advise
and guide you.

